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We are offering 2” pot Complex Paphiopedilum seedlings from Hillsview Gardens breeding 

program. Plants are several years from flowering, a great way to stock up and grow on your own 

award winners. Some are in limited supply. All are $ 12.00 each, minimum order 25 plants, 

shipping via FedEx ground or Express 2nd day economy at cost. Plants are shipped in pot. 

 

HP372 Paph. Chocolate Eagle ‘Burgundy’ HCC/AOS 

x Jenna Marie ‘Sparkle’ AM/AOS 

Chocolate Eagle is one of those flowers that stands out 

among whatever is blooming on the bench. Paired with the 

darkly marked Jenna Marie ‘Sparkle’ we expect some real 

winners from this new grex. 

 

HP376 Paph. Don Egger ‘Kim Chee’ 

x Chocolate Eagle ‘Burgundy’ 

Don Egger ‘Kim Chee’ is one of the best from that grex. 

Wide petals and superb form are to be expected on tall 

stems. Not enough can be said about the qualities of 

Chocolate Eagle ‘Burgundy’.  

 

HP367 Paph. Bloodline 

(‘Christmas Red’ x ‘Royale’) 

A second filial generation of this deep red. We are looking to 

create a new line of reds for breeding. A work in progress if 

you like. A good bet for red flowers here. 
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HP381 Paph. Washington Creek ‘Mt. St. Helens’ 

x California Girl ‘Big Bear’ B/CSA 

Washington Creek is the parent of Paph. John Hainsworth 

‘Pinot Noir’ AM/AOS. We expect to see some outstanding 

red complex from this new grex. 

 

 

HP383 Paph. Magic Mountain ‘Green Mint’ 

x Emerald Brocade ‘Emerald’ AM/AOS 

Paph. Greenvale and its progeny tend to produce all green 

flowers. We expect to see all greens and some with a white 

edge on the dorsal. Flower size will be large as the Magic 

Mountain are hefty flowers.  

 

HP373 Paph. Luther Pass ‘Sensation’ AM/AOS 

x Chocolate Eagle ‘Burgundy’ HCC/AOS 

Certainly two of our best flowers for size and quality. 

If complex spotted reds are your thing, this is a cross not to 

be missed. Our remake of Paph. Luther Pass has received 

to date 13 AOS Quality Awards that we know of. 

 

 

HP374 Paph. Desert Rain ‘Ringo’ 

x Chocolate Eagle ‘Burgundy’ HCC/AOS 

Desert Rain ‘Ringo’ expresses very dark spots and passes 

them on to its progeny. Case in point is our recent 

registration of Paph. Rango (Desert Rain x Razzmatazz). 

Here we expect very large flowers with dark spotting.  

 

HP379 Paph. Thunder Doll ‘Dark Side’  

x Blockbuster ‘Big News’ 

Paph. Blockbuster has proven itself in our recent cross of 

Paph. Lex Luthor (Luther Pass x Blockbuster). Thunder Doll 

shows the bright red color and dark spotting from Paph. 

Spotglen. This dark red color and spotting should blend will 

with the super-sized Blockbuster. 
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HP392 Paph. Desert Rain ‘Ringo’ 

x Thunder Bay ‘Flash’ AM/AOS 

 Very excited about this new grex. The dark spotting and full 

flat form of Desert Rain onto the “big flower maker” Thunder 

Bay ‘Flash’. A hybridizers dream, certainly mine. Particularly 

with Desert Rain as the pod parent. 

 

HP393 Paph. Precocious ‘Hillsview’ AM/AOS 

x Blockbuster ‘Big News’ 

Precocious ‘Hillsview’ has the most amazing violet 

undertone making it unique. Paired with Blockbuster we 

expect interesting and unusual results. I’m hopeful we see a 

few pinks?  

 

HP435 Paph. California Girl ‘Big Bear’ B/CSA 

x John Hainsworth ‘Pinot Noir’ AM/AOS 

Two outstanding red flowers bred together for more quality 

red complex. Both flowers are large and have superb 

qualities.  

 

 

HP434 Paph. Spirit Lake ‘Ruby’ 

x John Hainsworth ‘Pinot Noir’ AM/AOS 

Both parents are 50% Paph. Washington Creek ‘Mt. St. 

Helens. Line breeding here for outstanding reds. If you like 

reds, I would certainly have a few of these, my 

recommendation. 

 

 

HP384 Paph. Olympic Halo ‘Alabaster’ HCC/AOS 

x Alhambra ‘Fall Tones’ 

Our gambit for orange colored flowers. When Alhambra ‘Fall 

Tones’ flowered I removed the pouch to collect pollen then 

realized I should have taken a photo, my hand can be seen 

holding the flower. This gives you an idea of just how big the 

flower is. Our Paph. Olympic Moon (Warm Valley x Olympic 

Halo) shows the value of Olympic Halo as a parent. 
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HP388 Paph. Hanes Bay ‘Hillsview’ 

x John Hainsworth ‘Pinot Noir’ AM/AOS 

Line breeding again in this new grex, both parents share 

Paph. John Hanes as a parent. Good quality reds are 

expected here.  

 

HP389 Paph. Hanes Bay ‘Hillsview’ 

x Garnet Wave ‘December’ 

Line breeding again from John Hanes for outstanding reds. 

Paph. Garnet Wave has an amazing violet cast to the flower. 

The Hanes Bay has perhaps the tallest stem of any flower 

on the stud bench. Expect tall stemmed red complex. 

 

HP390 Paph. Ditchwater Sal ‘Spotted’ 

x Desert Rain ‘Ringo’ 

Ditchwater Sal has large purple spotting on the dorsal. The 

Desert Rain has near black spotting. Expectations are for 

very dark spotting and an unusual line for future breeding. 

 

HP385 Paph. Luther Pass ‘Randi’ AM/AOS 

x California Girl ‘Big Bear’ B/CSA 

Good quality red complex are expected from this new grex. 

Both are tall stemmed reds and quality flowers. Expect more 

of the same. 

 

HP473 Paph. Warm Valley ‘Winter Blush’ 

x Emerald Brocade ‘Emerald’ AM/AOS 

Two exceptional flowers bred together here for superb 

shape and hopefully some orange flowers in the mix. Size 

and shape should be cutting edge. 

 

 


